
was some liquor left for them.
Cardiff as our new RA

blamed the GM for calling ON
some 15 seconds late, but his
chief stunt was to punish the
unfortunate FO for wearing
stripey leggings. She was
liberally besprinkled with beer
from highly agitated cans: and
to think we complain of beer
abuse! We drank the health of
our only visitor, Jay Wax (I am
unsure of the spelling) and
adjourned to the garden of the
Woolpack while the Knitters
got to the mugs.

Speking of which: hares
MUST ensure that if they do
not collect (and wash) the
mugs for their run the
following week, then they
appoint a deputy. Bonn Bugle

Date 29-04-07

Hare Daffy Dildo

Venue Banstead

On On Woolpack

Link to SH3OnSec Homepage                                                   

Omit your Saturday night,
your Sunday breakfast, your
journey to the start: write
about other people! What
have you heard them say,
seen them do?

Daffy Dildo is a hasher of
considerable experience, but
not as a hare for Surrey; so
the first thing is to thank him
for setting a trail for us. And
in one way a new one: I
cannot remember getting to
Banstead Woods  from that
direction before. Obviously,
as the GM said, this is no
longer the daffodil season,
making the hare’s name,
rather a good pun, slightly
inapposite; but the bluebells
were at the rendezvous. So
was the hare. It became very
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difficult to solve a check
before the hare solved it for
us. Glow Worm reported 3
check circles floured in
AFTER  he had run past the
area, but in most cases what
we got was a new circle the
very moment we solved the
previous check. Three little
blobs and that was it. And the
hare standing triumphantly in
the circle.

Once we had confirmed that
our destination was indeed
Banstead Woods, the checks
became very easy to solve. At
each new circle I would say
plaintively “Surely this time it
will not be straight on?”, but
Belcher would retort firmly:
“He’s shown no imagination
so far, and he’s not going to

The hare deserves better
than to have the gibes of the
GM repeated by the Scribe. In
the ordinary way at least one
of them will express some
sense of respect or thanks;
but there you go. Rhubarb
from both this week.

There is to be a sinister new
side to the blandishments of
the Trailmaster. When you say
“Well, no, actually” to his
request that you set a run on a
particular Sunday, he will
follow this up with “In that
case, you can be the Scribe,
can’t you?” Now wriggle out
of that...

There is no great mystery to
scribing. As with any real
conversation, the first rule is
not to talk about yourself.

start now!” So he and Sir Ray
and Glow Worm galloped on
ahead while I hummed and
hawed..... They were right; but
in the end I did find a side
solution, which caught Glow
Worm and Sir Ray on the hop.
Belcher and I were joined by
Doug the Tub, who had cut
out most of the circuit of the
woods, and briefly by Tosser.
No, I have no idea how he got
there.

In in 72 minutes, but the
very fast pace meant the pack
was very far flung indeed. We
did wait for Sabrina to come in
before the Circle started, (Ah,
that promise of pneumatic
bliss!) but we had finished the
toasts before the Knitting
Circle landed, though there

YES, BLUEBELLS AGAIN, AS
DAFFY DILDO JOINS DISSA
AND CARDIFF IN TELLING
THE PACK WHERE TO GO!
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had nobly done the right thing
when Daffy Dildo did not, last
week; it was fitting that The
Boundah named Daffy Dildo
to make sure the mugs get to
Lingfield for next week. But
who has got the bucket?

And who has Bonn Bugle’s
expensive trainers, with their
special instep?

Well, it was good to see T.O.
out with the pack, and keeping
up, good to hear Herr Flick
fulfilling his promise of
everlasting sarcasm, the sun
shone, the bluebells had us all
heady with their scent, the
SNP are heading for victory,
perhaps Sarkhozy is not: a fine
start to our Sunday.
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1674 13-May Ear Trumpet &
Strumpet

Okewood Hill

1675 20-May T-Total Kingswood

1676 27-May Lord Raleigh

1677 03- June Doug the Tub and
Mrs Robinson

1678 10-June Low Profile, First
On

Run 1673

Date 06-054-07

Hare Boundah

Venue Marsh Green

On On The Wheatsheaf

SSA/PC East -P165F4/TN8 5QL

OS (187) TQ 438444

Scribe Tosser
Directions:

M25 J6 A22 South 5 miles. At Blindley Heath lights turn left on
to B2029 sp. Lingfield. After 2 miles (in Lingfield) join B2028
sp. Edenbridge. After 4 miles fork left at (Marsh Green) village
green and park.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Affix Stamp
 Here

A German explorer named Schlichter
Had a yen for a boa constrictor.
When he lifted her tail,
Achtung! Twas a male.
The constrictor, not Schlichter, was victor.

There was a young lady at sea
Who complained that it hurt her to pee.
Said the brawny old mate:
“That accounts for the state
Of the cook, and the Captain, and me”

There was a young fellow named Hyde
Who fell down a privy and died.
His unfortunate brother/Then fell down another
And now they’re inturd side by side.

89.   You were born with 300 bones, but by the time
you are an adult you will only have 206.
90.   If you go blind in one eye you only lose about
one fifth of your vision but all your sense of depth.
91.   Women blink nearly twice as much as men.
92.   The strongest muscle (Relative to size) in the
body is the tongue.
93.   A Boeing 747's wingspan is longer than the
Wright brother's first flight.
94.   American Airlines saved $40,000 in 1987 by
eliminating one olive from each salad served in first-
class.
95.   Average life span of a major league baseball: 7
pitches.
96.   A palindrome is a sentence or group of
sentences that reads the same backwards as it
does forward: Ex:  'Red rum, sir, is murder.' 'Ma
is as selfless as I am.' 'Nurse, I spy gypsies. Run!'


